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Igor Suslov and the beta function of the scalar field

I think that blogs are a very good vehicle for a scientist to let his/her work widely known and can be really helpful also 

for colleagues doing research in the same field. This is the case of Igor Suslov at Kapitza Institute in Moscow. Igor is 

doing groundbreaking research in quantum field theory and, particularly, his main aim is to obtain the beta function of 

the scalar field in the limit of a very large coupling. This means that the field of research of Igor largely overlaps mine. 

Indeed, I have had some e-mail exchange with him and we cited our works each other. Our conclusions agree perfectly 

and he was able to obtain the general result that, for very large bare coupling  one has

where d is the number of dimensions. This means that for d=4 Igor recovers my result. More important is the fact that 

from this result one can draw the conclusion that the scalar theory is indeed trivial in four dimensions, a long sought 

result. This should give an idea of the great quality of the work of this author.

On the same track, today  on arxiv Igor posted another important paper (see here). The aim of this paper is to get 

higher order corrections to the aforementioned result. So, he gives a sound initial explanation on why one could 

meaningfully take the bare coupling running from 0 to infinity and then, using a lattice formulation of the n components 

scalar field theory, he performs a high temperature expansion.  He is able to reach the thirteenth order correction! This 

is an expansion of  in powers of  and so, for d=4, one gets an expansion in . Again, this 

Igor’s result is in agreement with mine in a very beautiful manner. As my readers could know, I have been able to go to 

higher orders with my expansion technique in the large coupling limit (see here and here). This means that my findings 

and this result of Igor must agree. This is exactly what happens! I was able to get the next to leading order correction 
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for the two-point function and, from this, with the Callan-Symanzik equation, I can derive the next to leading order 

correction for  that goes like  with an opposite sign with respect to the previous one. This is Igor’s 

table with the coefficients of the expansion:

So, from my point of view, Igor’s computations are fundamental for all the understanding of infrared physics that I have 

developed so far. It would be interesting if he could verify the mapping with Yang-Mills theory obtaining the beta 

function also for this case. He did some previous attempt on this direction but now, with such important conclusions 

reached, it would be absolutely interesting to see some deepening. Thank you for this wonderful work, Igor!
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